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Installation Guide - 6005-910 Rev C TM ProxPoint HID Global 15370 Barranca Parkway, Irvine, CA 92618-1905 Web page - www.hidglobal.com - ProxPoint Installation Guide 6005-910 Rev C.1 Installation Guide U.S. TEL: 949.732.20000 .237.7769 FAX: 949.732.2120 Page 1 of 2 Recommended Settings for Cricut EasyPress will
continue to be updated as additional basic materials are tested and other heat transfer products are released. What is Peel? Peel refers to the removal of a clear iron-on liner after applying iron-on material to your surface project. For better experience with different types of iron, refer to the peel instructions in the Cricut Heat Guide. Cool
Peel: Allow to cool completely before removing the liner. Removing the liner at the same time hot or warm can prevent your iron image from properly sticking to your material. Warm Peel: Remove the liner while still warm to the touch, but not hot. Allowing it to cool down completely can prevent your iron-on image from properly observing
your material. Note: These settings are recommended for the use of heat transfer materials from Cricut EasyPress. If you use a household iron or other thermal press, your settings may be different. The reader® reader's HID ProxPoint® Plus specifications combines several configuration options with an attractive, discreet design and cost-
effective price. Its safe pot electronics are ideal for both indoor and outdoor applications. The small size, low cost reader features a Beeper and a multicolor LED that can be host and/or locally controlled. Potted reader is suitable for indoor or outdoor use. 18 (45 cm) standard wire pigtails; The plant's consultation for 9' (2.7 m) pigtail is
available on a special order. Classic series covers are available in black, grey, white or beige. Designer series covers are available in black or gray. The key features feature a beeper and a multicolor LED that can be hostand/or locally controlled. Allows different configurations of Beeper and LED, depending on the individual requirements
of the site. You can read HID cards with formats of up to 85 bits. Designed to be mounted directly on the metal without changes in reading range performance. Available with Wiegand or Clock-and-Data ( magnetic strip data). Compatible with all standard access management systems. The aesthetic design is available in two cover designs
and four colors to match any decor. Includes multilingual installation manual. Summary Review of Payment Specification Specification Specifications over time with Affirm.$150 Minimum Purchase. Select options to view the instructions. CricutEasyPress® 2 CricutEasyPress Mini™ CricutEasyPress CricutEasyPress Mini™
CricutEasyPress®® 2 CricutEasyPress What CricutEasyPress I have Find out here. Heat-Transfer Material Select Heat-Transfer Material Basic Material Select Basic Material Apply This post shares a full guide to using Cricut EasyPress family products, including both original EasyPress and updated updated 2 options, to create
professional quality heat transfer products in your own home. I'll tell you why it's better than iron, why you should probably get an EasyPress Mat, how to use it to create layered designs, and more. This post contains affiliate links that you can read more here. This is a sponsored conversation written by me on behalf of Cricut. Opinions and
text are all mine. Today I share a complete guide to using your Cricut EasyPress to complete a beautiful, professional look iron on and heat transfer projects in your own home. Cricut's EasyPress line combines the speed, accuracy and reliability of a professional thermal press with the availability of iron. It works great with traditional heat
transfer vinyl as well as fun things like foil heat transfer, glitter, and metallic materials. Check out my review of Cricut Maker and my final guide to using the Cricut Blade Knife Maker to cut wood! Wait a minute... why do I need EasyPress if I have an iron? The first thing to discuss in any complete guide to using Cricut EasyPress is why it is
actually necessary in the first place. So far I have always used iron for my transfer of heat and iron to projects. And almost all of them turned out to be good. I'm going to be completely honest with you, if you only do a few heat or iron transfers on projects in a year, you probably don't need EasyPress or EasyPress 2. But if you do a lot of
crafting work, this bad boy will be your quality and also saves you time. And if you sell your products, you need a thermal press to ensure unified, professional results within your projects. EasyPress and EasyPress 2 are both easy to use, don't require press fabric for most projects, are great for layered projects, are compatible with all the
major brands of heat-transfer materials (not just Cricut), and help translations hold up and look great through a few washes. According to Krikut, there are three main factors that contribute to the professional results of heat transmission at home. Your homemade iron may satisfy some of them, but not all. 1. Evenly dispersed heat. Your
homemade iron is not designed to disperse the heat evenly. It generates one access point in the middle, and the heat decreases as you get to the edge of the iron plate. For this reason, iron-on designs made with household iron usually require a barrier between iron and project, usually a thin fabric. It helps spread the heat anymore, but
doesn't get you there completely. 2. Accurate temperature and ability to control it. The transfer of heat or iron-on materials sticks to the surface as soon as it reaches a certain temperature. For example, this temperature would be different for iron foil than it would be for iron on vinyl. All Cricut heat transfer products have been tested with
EasyPress and EasyPress 2. You can use their interactive guide to a quick link to find out what settings to use for this material. Speaking from personal experience, experience, think that EasyPress 2 does much better on metallics, foils and other special items that are not simple ol vinyl. Temperature can be more difficult to control with
iron, and using EasyPress can help you get the exact correct temperature and time it takes to ensure results that are past. The only iron project I've ever had failed was actually 3. A flat, stable surface. The flat surface works best. And I don't mean the iron board. Cricut suggests using their EasyPress on a flat surface like a table with
Cricut EasyPress Mat. The mat provides the added benefits of protecting the surface beneath it from heat. What are the differences between Cricut EasyPress and EasyPress 2? Cricut originally released EasyPress in 2017, and it only came in a 9 x 9 machine. The company then releases EasyPress 2 in 2018, which comes in three
different sizes: 6 x 7 (perfect for small items such as children's clothing), 9 x 9 (perfect for everyday use), and 12 x 10 (perfect for larger format designs). Both EasyPress and EasyPress 2 will be up to the quality of your design. They have very similar capabilities. Cricut has a very handy guide outlining the differences between EasyPress
and EasyPress 2, as well as traditional iron and lower cost thermal press. Here are the major changes EasyPress 2 has taken: Gets hotter-accurate temperature control up to 400 degrees Fahrenheit (205 degrees Celsius); The original EasyPress has accurate temperature control of up to 360 degrees Fahrenheit (180 degrees Celsius).
Heated quickly- up to 25% faster than the original EasyPress.Has is completely uniform, from edge to edge heating.Comes in different sizes with different price points. It has a micro USB port that allows you to update the firmware. And here are a few other things EasyPress 2 has that the original EasyPress doesn't- it won't necessarily be
something that will affect my decision to purchase in person, but you should know about them: Different color options (purely cosmetic- it in no way affects the quality of your heat transfer). The ability to register a product online for training materials and updates. An optimized safety base that keeps the work surface up to 60 degrees
Fahrenheit. Remembers time and temperature settings from the last use. What is Cricut EasyPress Mat and do I need it? Cricut EasyPress Mat should have in my opinion. Have you ever tried to make iron-on designs on a towel and end up with a ton of moisture? Or on the iron board and end up with some wobbly ripples in your design?
EasyPress Mat prevents all this, all the while being used for use and storage. It's soft but hard, providing the perfect flat surface to press on. It eliminates moisture and directs heat to where it needs to be evenly dissipated throughout the project. And it also protects your work surface from heat. The mat is made from a heat-resistant lid, felt
layer to control moisture, foil lay to reflect the heat back up to your project, and a silicone sponge layer to isolate your work surface and functions as a push pillow cushion pillow absorb seams and more (see section below about working with EasyPress and seams/zippers!). EasyPress Mat comes in three sizes, so you don't have to buy a
mat that's bigger than you need: 8in x 10 inches, 12 inches x 12 inches, and 20 inches x 16 inches. The mat is one-sided, and the inner layers are designed to help you get the perfect shuttle. You don't have to use easyPress Mat with EasyPress, but it was designed for it and makes things really seamless. You want to avoid ironing
boards, corrugated cardboard, and silicone baking mats/aluminum boiling, which gets very, very hot. Working around seams and zippers Using EasyPress on small items can be a little less straightforward. This is because you want to even pressure all over the flat surface for your design to stick, and seams and zippers can get in the way
of that. Getting an EasyPress Mat is the best solution. Here are a few other ways you can get around these challenging places. 1. Raise the basic material The best way to use EasyPress on small items is to try to lift the base material enough so that the seam won't interfere with getting a flat press. You can do this by putting an item on a
piece of thick cardboard that is about the same size. The cardboard should be completely flat without folds, seams or graces. Seams or lightning areas should hang on the sides of the cardboard. Remove EasyPress immediately after your press time (usually 30 or so seconds) and allow the cardboard to cool completely before handling. 2.
Use a towel as a base you can also use a folded towel on a flat surface with your project on it. 3. Use a folded towel as a filler for something like a bag or bag, you can also fold (don't fold) a small towel and put it inside the item, under the area where the design will go. This will raise this area and allow you to avoid the seams that will be
lower. What if my design is bigger than EasyPress? With all this talk of spreading even heat, you may be surprised if you can work with a design that is larger than EasyPress or EasyPress 2 surface area. The answer is yes, you can! One great tip from people at Cricut is to fold the base material in half and use EasyPress to create small
folds in the material. This will be for the plus sign on your base material, which will help you when placing larger items. Start with one angle of the design and click according to the settings outlined for your base and iron on the material. Once your timer is beeping, move the heat press to a new section and repeat. This is normal if
EasyPress overlaps just a little bit with the previously heated area. Just make sure You will not leave any gaps that have not had the heat applied. Once you're done applying heat to the entire design, flip your design over and apply heat to each area of your back for 10 seconds. Don't forget to forget EasyPress slide. Always lift it up and
set it back to a new area. If your big design uses several different types or iron-on material or a few small designs, you may decide to take off the protective liners as you go. Just make sure the heat press doesn't touch areas that you've already peeled off. You can use earbuds to protect how you work through your design. Using Cricut
EasyPress to layer an iron-on materials layer of materials is an easy way to add measurement to your heat transfer projects. In fact, there are many Cricut designs out there that are designed specifically with layering in mind. They have multiple layers that are positioned on top or with each other to create the final image. All Of Cricut Iron's
products can be used in layering, but Cricut recommends using some materials as the final layers only: foil, glitter, holographic, and holographic glitter on. In addition, SportFlex Iron-On should be layered on top of the other SportFlex Iron-On-only-it-from Crickuki. I've never worked with SportFlex. For best results, do not include more than
four layers on the design. The first step is to apply the first or bottom layer of the structure to the materials. To do this, use the recommended temperature setting for your materials, but instead of following the recommended time, cover the design with EasyPress and apply solid pressure for 3 seconds. Use both hands and put some
muscle in that pressure! Once the liner has cooled from hot to warm, gently remove it. Be super gentle because the design is not yet fully installed. Then repeat the 3-second hard pressure step for all remaining layers (except the last layer), making sure your EasyPress doesn't touch any open material. Also, make sure that the edges of
your liners do not leave prints in the already sticky material. For the final layer, apply firm pressure for 15 seconds (note: use only 10 seconds if you use iron foil on), then flip the material over and apply 15 seconds of heat to the entire structure from the back. Once the liner for the final layer is cooled from hot to warm, gently clean it to
reveal your stunning design. The use of Cricut EasyPress and iron-on material on wood and paper iron-on material is traditionally associated with fabric, but you can use EasyPress to stick iron on designs for other bases such as wood and paper. As with ironing on the fabric, your base material and workspace should be super flat so that
EasyPress can distribute the heat evenly. Use the Cricut Interactive Handbook to find the right settings, be sure to change the basic stuff! This process is very similar to the application on the fabric. Just put your design and set EasyPress down over it. (Note: If you have to use something like fabric between the base material and
EasyPress, you may need to bump the tempo or apply heat for longer.) You don't have to put pressure on him just to let him sit there doing his thing. After the EasyPress timer signals, honking, Design. I like to do this for most of my heat transfer projects, honestly. I take a balled-up paper towel and rub around the design to help the iron on
the film stick as it cools. You can see me doing this in the video I have in this post. Looking for free cut files? You'll love my breadwinning mom/SAHD series, my cat lady series, the cat's cut file, my I love my mom/daddy series, my Generation Pride series (60s, 70s, 80s, 90s, 00s) and my crazy baby cat series! A complete guide to using
EasyPress 2 with Cricut Everyday Iron-on Now I'm going to share a real project using my EasyPress 2 and Cricut Everyday Iron-on in Black. I use a file cut I designed myself that you can download here, along with a few others in the bundle! Safety Note: Don't use EasyPress while small kids or pets are around, and always return
EasyPress to your security base when you're not using it. Even when it's not hot, it's just good practice. The heat plate can get very hot and cause severe burns if you touch it. Step 1: Cut the design I cut my design out of the design space on my Cricut Maker. Make sure to always mirror the image when working with the iron on. Then I
carefully pushed away the negative space with the help of a leaking tool. Step 2: Prep mat, basic stuff, and EasyPress I outlined my EasyPress mat and put my basic material, 100% cotton bag, over the mat. I installed my EasyPress 2 to the recommended settings for 100% cotton base while working with Cricut Everyday Iron-on and
Cricut mat. Note that the settings may be a little different if you don't work with Cricut Mat, so be sure to make sure you check or stop this box. To change the temperature, I just pressed the tempo button and then used the plus/minus buttons. The default timer is up to 30 seconds, which is what I need. As for the lights, orange means that
your EasyPress is heated; Green and beep means it's ready to click! (Note: Although it heats up and whenever your EasyPress is hot but not used, keep it in your security database.) Step 3: Pre-heat and press design After EasyPress light is green, I pre-heated my bag for about 5 seconds. (If you're working with a wrinkled item of clothing,
this heat press will take wrinkles very quickly! just make sure you let it cool down before you proceed with your design.) Then I put my design carefully on the tote bag, set EasyPress down over the design, and clicked on the Cricut symbol to start the timer. No more hours to watch or counting in your head with EasyPress. I apply soft
pressure for the recommended 30 seconds. Remember not to move EasyPress around like you would while Clothes with iron clothing; It can ruin the design. Step 4: Apply heat from the back and clean after the timer beep, I flipped the bag and applied heat from the back for 10 seconds. Then I returned easyPress to my security base and
flipped the bag back. I used a glued paper towel to gently gently Design through a protective sheet to ensure optimal disgust as the iron-on stick cools. (Be careful, hot!) Once the design cooled from hot to warm, I peeled off a protective sheet to show off my design. Your design may require you to wait until everything cools down
completely. Check out the Interactive Quick Help guide for details of your project. Want more? Check out my guide to using the Cricut Knife Blade, how to slice the text in Cricut Design Space, my Explore Air 2 review, my tips for working with holographic iron mosaics on, my debossing and engraving tip tutorial, and my tutorial for
EasyPress Mini and using iron on with wood! Also, check out my free cut file gallery and the latest project for my printer stand and storage for my Cricut machines! Do you have any more questions? Let me know! Share your full guide to using Cricut EasyPress on Pinterest! Pinterest!
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